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Generic Initial Ideals and Graded Betti Numbers 

J iirgen Herzog 

§ Introduction 

The purpose of this article is to give the algebraic background of the 
shifting theory developed by Kalai [26], [27]. The reader who is inter
ested in the combinatorial aspects of the theory should consult Kalai's 
survey paper [26] and his article in this volume. 

In the present article we are mainly interested in the behaviour of 
graded Betti numbers under the operation of algebraic shifting. Alge
braic shifting is intimately related to the theory of generic initial ideals. 
In Section 1 we recall some of the basic facts of this theory. The next 
section is devoted to the study of stable and strongly stable ideals since 
generic initial ideals are of this kind, provided the base field is of char
acteristic 0. In Section 3 we describe the Betti numbers of stable and 
squarefree stable ideals, and in Section 4 the Cartan complex which pro
vides the graded minimal free resolution of the residue class field of the 
exterior algebra. For the theory of squarefree monomial ideals, which is 
significant for combinatorial applications, it is necessary to study graded 
ideals, graded modules and their resolutions over the exterior algebra. 
In Section 5 we explain how the graded Betti numbers of squarefree 
monomial ideals over the exterior and symmetric algebra are related. 
The following two sections are devoted to the proof of a theorem on ex
tremal Betti numbers by Bayer, Charalambous and S. Popescu [12], as 
well as to the corresponding theorem in the squarefree case by Aramova 
and the author [4]. In Section 8 we describe various shifting operators 
and apply the homological theory of the previous sections. Symmetric 
algebraic shifting and a theorem of Bjorner and Kalai [15] are applied 
in Section 9 in order to deduce a theorem on superextremal Betti num
bers. In the final section extremality properties of lexsegment ideals are 
briefly sketched. 
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Not all proofs could be included. But in most cases an outline of 
the proofs or precise references to the original papers are given. 

Several unsolved problems and conjectures are included. The author 
hopes that this survey inspires the readers to study and solve some of 
the open problems. 

§1. Generic initial ideals 

Most of the content of this section can be found in the book of 
Eisenbud [16] or the lecture notes by M. Green [20]. We will therefore 
omit almost all of the proofs. 

Let K be an infinite field, and S = K[x1, ... , xn] the polynomial 
ring over K. The set of monomials of degree d in S will be denoted by 
Md. 

We will fix a term order< satisfying x1 > x2 > ... > Xn- Let I C S 
be an ideal. Then we denote by in<( I) (or simply by in (I)) the initial 
ideal of I, that is, the ideal which is generated by all initial terms of I. 

Let GL(n) denote the general linear group with coefficients in K. 
Any r.p = (aij) E GL(n) induces an automorphism of the graded K
algebra S, again denoted by r.p, namely 

n n 

i=l i=l 

One basic fact in the theory of generic initial ideals is the following 

Theorem 1.1 (Galligo, Bayer and Stillman). Let I C S be a 
graded ideal. Then there is a nonempty Zariski open set U <;;; G L( n) 
such that in(r.p(I)) does not depend on <p E U. Moreover, U meets non 
trivially the Borel subgroup of GL(n) consisting of all upper triangular 
invertible matrices. 

For r.p E U the monomial ideal in( r.p(I)) is called the generic initial 
ideal of I, and will be denoted Gin(I). 

For the details of the proof of Theorem 1.1 we refer to [16, Theo
rem 15.18]. Each homogeneous component Gin(I)d of Gin(I) may be 
computed as follows: consider a transcendental field extension L / K, 
where L has the transcendental basis { aij: i, j = 1, ... , n, i ::::; j}. Let 

S' = L[x1, ... ,xn], I'= r.p(I)S' where r.p(xj) = L;{=1 aijXi for j, ... ,n. 
Choose an L-basis /I, ... , fm of I~. Each of the fi is a linear combination 
of monomials u E Md whose coefficients are (homogeneous) polynomials 
in K[aij: i,j = 1, ... , n] (of degree d), say, fi = 'EuEMd CiuU. Now form 
them x JMdJ-matrix C = (ciu) where the columns are ordered according 
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to the given term order, and view C as a matrix with coefficients in L. 
Notice that C has rank m since the polynomials fi, ... , fm are linearly 
independent over L. For i = 1, ... , m, let Ui be the largest monomial 
such that Ciu; =f. 0; then Ui = in(fi). 

After elementary row operations (which amounts to choose another 
£-basis of I~), we may assume that UI > u2 > ... > Um. Then Gin(I)d = 
Kui + ... +Kum. 

We order them-tuples (VI, . .. , vm) of monomials of Md lexicograph-
ically. This means that (VI, .. . , vm) > (WI, . .. , wm) if for some i one 
has Vj = Wj for j < i, and Vi > Wi. Then our discussion shows that 
Gin(I)d is the span of largest m-tupel ( ui, ... , um) of monomials such 
that det( CiuJi=I, ... ,m =f. 0. 

Another basic result on generic ideals is 

Theorem 1.2 (Galligo, Bayer-Stillman). Let I C S be a graded 
ideal. Then Gin(I) is Borel fixed, that is, cp(Gin(I)) = Gin(I) for all cp 
which belong to the Borel group of invertible upper triangular matrices. 

Generic initial ideals behave especially well when one uses the re
verse lexicographic order. We will discuss this in Section 4. Let u, v E 

Md, u = x~' · · · x';:t and v = x~' · · · x~n. Then u > v in reverse lexico
graphic order, if deg u > deg v or deg u = deg v and for some i one has 
aj = bj for j > i, and ai < bi. 

The following example demonstrates the difference between the lex
icographic and the reverse lexicographic order. We order the monomials 
in three variables of degree 2 first lexicographically, and then reverse 
lexicographically: 

(1) xi > XIX2 > XIX3 > x§ > X2X3 >X~ 
(2) xi > XIX2 >X~ > XIX3 > X2X3 >X~ 
The nice behaviour of the reverse lexicographic order is a conse

quence of the easy to prove 

Property 1.3. Let < be the reverse lexicographic order. Iff E S 
is a homogeneous polynomial with indf) E (xi, ... , xn) for some i, then 
f E (xi, ... ,xn)· 

This property immediately implies (cf. [16, Proposition 15.12]) 

Proposition 1.4. Let I C S be a graded ideal. Then with respect 
to the reverse lexicographic order one has 

(a) in(I) + XnS = in(I + XnS); 
(b) in(I) : Xn = in(I: Xn)· 

A monomial u E S, u = x~' x~2 • • • x~n is called square free, if ai :::; 1 
for i = 1, ... , n, and a monomial ideal in S is called squarefree if it is 
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generated by squarefree monomials. In combinatorial contexts, square
free monomial ideals are interesting since they appear as the defining 
ideals of Stanley-Reisner rings. Unfortunately Gin(I) of a squarefree 
monomial ideal I is never squarefree, unless I is generated by a subset 
of the variables. Thus for combinatorial applications one has to find an 
analogue of the operation Gin which yields a squarefree monomial ideal. 
The most natural way to define such an operation, is to work in the 
exterior algebra instead of the symmetric algebra. 

Let V be ann-dimensional K-vector space with basis e1 ... en. The 
exterior algebra E = 1\'(V) is a finite dimensional graded K-algebra. 
The ith graded component 1\i(V) has the K-basis 

ej1 1\ eh 1\ · · · 1\ ej, with j1 < j2 < ... < ji. 

Let [n] = {1, ... ,n}; for a subset a C [n], a= {j1 < i2 < ... < 
ji}, we set eO' = eil 1\ eh 1\ · · · 1\ ej,. The elements eO' are called the 
monomials of E. Term orders, initial terms and initial ideals are defined 
as in the polynomial ring. For example, the lexicographic or the reverse 
lexicographic order is defined by restriction to squarefree monomials. 

In the following example we list all monomials in 4 variables of degree 
2 in the exterior algebra in lexicographic and reverse lexicographic order: 

(1) e1 1\ e2 > e1 1\ e3 > e1 1\ e4 > e2 1\ e3 > e2 1\ e4 > e3 1\ e4. 

(2) e1 1\ e2 > e1 1\ e3 > e2 1\ e3 > e1 1\ e4 > e2 1\ e4 > e3 1\ e4. 

In the exterior algebra the generic initial ideal Gin(I) of a graded 
ideal I C E is defined similarly as in the case of the polynomial ring. 
In other words, Gin(I) = in(cp(I)) where cp is a linear automorphism of 
E. Of course, Gin(I) is a monomial ideal in E (which is automatically 
squarefree). The analogues of the theorems of Galligo, Bayer and Still
man, as well as Proposition 1.4, hold and are proved similarly in the 
exterior case. We refer the reader to [6] about some general facts on 
Grabner basis theory in exterior algebras. 

§2. Special monomial ideals 

Let p be a prime number, and k .and l be non-negative integers with 
p-adic expansion k = Ei kipi and l = Ei lipi. We set k ::::;P l if ki ::::; li 
for all i. In order to have a consistent notation, we also set k :::=;0 l if 
k ::::; l (in the usual sense). 

Definition 2.1. Let p be a prime number, or p = 0. A monomial 
ideal I C S is p-Borel, if the following condition holds: for each monomial 
u E I, u = Itxr', one has (xi/xi)vu E I for all i,j with 1::::; i < j::::; n 
and all v ::::;P J.ti· 
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The significance of p-Borel ideals follows from 

Proposition 2.2. Suppose char K = p ;:::: 0, and let I C S be a 
monomial ideal. Then I is Borel-fixed if and only if I is p-Borel. 

For the proof of Proposition 2.2 we refer to [16, Theorem 15.23]. 
For p > 0, the p-Borel ideals have a rather complicated combinato

rial structure. The reader who is interested in more details about such 
ideals may consult [31], [3] and [23]. In these notes we will concentrate 
on 0-Borel ideals, which henceforth will be called strongly stable ideals. 

For a monomial u E S we set m(u) = max{i: Xi divides u}. 

Definition 2.3. A subset B C S of monomials is called strongly 
stable, if xi(ujxj) E B for all u E B, all Xj that divides u, and all i < j. 
The set B is called stable, if Xi(ufxm(u)) E B for all u E B, and all 
i < m(u). 

It follows from Definition 2.1 that a strongly stable ideal is a mono
mial ideal I for which the set of monomials in I is a strongly stable 
monomial set. If the set of monomials in I is a stable set, then I is 
called a stable monomial ideal. Stable monomial ideals were introduced 
by Eliahou and Kervaire [17]. 

Examples 2.4. (a) Let u~, ... , Um be monomials. There is a 
unique smallest strongly stable ideal I with Uj E I for j = 1, ... , m. 
The monomials u~, ... , Um are called Borel generators of I, and we write 
I= (u~, ... , um)· I is called principal Borel if I= (u) for some mono
mial u. For example the ideal 

I= (x~, x1x2, x1xa, x1x4, x~, x2xa, x2x4) 

is principal Borel with Borel generator x 2x 4 • 

(b) A set L of monomials is called a lexsegment, if for all u E L and 
all v ;:::lex u with deg v = deg u, it follows that v E L. An monomial ideal 
I c S is called a lexsegment ideal if the set monomials in I a lexsegment. 
It is obvious that lexsegment ideals are strongly stable. 

(c) Replacing in (b) everywhere the word 'lex' by 'revlex', one ob
tains the definition of a revlexsegment and a revlexsegment ideal. It is 
obvious that revlexsegment ideals are strongly stable. 

Remark 2.5~ (a) Let I be a monomial ideal. We denote by G(I) 
the unique minimal set of monomial generators of I. It is easily seen 
that I is strongly stable, if for all monomial generators u of I one has 
(xdxj)u E I for all Xj that divide u, and all i < j. 

Let N C Md. The set {xiu: u E N,i = 1, ... , n} C Md is called the 
shadow of N, and is denoted Shad(N). The simple proof of the following 
lemma is left to the reader. 
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Lemma 2.6. Let N C Md. If N is a (strongly) stable set (resp. a 
lexsegment), then Shad(N) is a (strongly) stable set (resp. a lexsegment). 

Notice that the shadow of a revlexsegment is in general not a 
revlexsegment. For example consider the revlexsegment { xn in K[xl' X2, 

x3]. Then xfx3 is in the shadow of this set, but x~ is not. 
Let N C Md. Then there is a unique lexsegment, denoted Nlex such 

that INlexl = INI. The following important result holds 

Theorem 2.7. For any subset N C Md one has I Shad(Nlex)l :S: 
I Shad(N)I. In other words, lexsegments have the smallest possible shad
ow. 

Before we indicate the proof of Theorem 2. 7 we note the following 
consequence 

Corollary 2.8. Let I C S be graded ideal. Then there exists a 
unique lexsegment ideal, denoted flex C S, such that S I I and S I flex 

have the same Hilbert function. 

Proof. Since S I I and S I in( I) have the same Hilbert function, we 
may replace I by in(!), and hence may assume that I is a mono
mial ideal. Let Id be spanned by the set of monomials Nd, and !~ex 
the subspace of Sd spanned by Nlex We set flex - tn flex and 

d · - Wd>O d ' 

only need to show that flex is an ideal. In other words, -we have to 
show that {XI, ... , Xn}I~ex C 1~'+1 for all d. By Theorem 2. 7 we have 
I Shad(N~ex)l :S: I Shad(Nd)l :S: INd+ll = IN~'+1 1. Since Shad(N~ex) and 
N~+1 are both lexsegments, this inequality implies Shad(N~ex) C N~+1 , 
as desired. Q.E.D. 

For the proof of Theorem 2. 7 we have to introduce some notation: 
let B C Md be a set of monomials. We let mi(B) be the number of 
u E B with m(u) = i, and set m~i(B) = 2::~~1 mi(B). 

Lemma 2.9. Let B C Md be a stable set of monomials. Then 

(a) mi(Shad(B)) = m~i(B); 
(b) I Shad(B)I = L~=l m~i(B). 

Proof. (b)' is of course a consequence of (a). For the proof of (a) 
we note that the map 

cp: {u E B: m(u)::; i}---> {u E Shad(B): m(u) = i}, u f-+ uxi 

is a bijection. In fact, cp is clearly injective. To see that cp is surjective, 
we let v E Shad(B) with m(v) = i. Since v E Shad(B), there exists 
w E B with v = XjW for some j ::; i. It follows that m( w) ::; i. If j = i, 
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then we are done. Otherwise, j < i and m( w) = i. Hence, since B is 
stable it follows that u = (xj/xi)w E B. The assertion follows, since 
V = UXi· Q.E.D. 

Now Theorem 2.7 follows immediately from Lemma 2.9 and the next 
theorem which is due to Bayer [10]. We will give below the proof of the 
similar theorem in the squarefree case. 

Theorem 2.10. Let L C Md be a lexsegment, and B C Md be a 
stable set of monomials with ILl ::::; IBI. Then m-::;_i(L) ::::; m-::;_i(B) for 
i = 1, ... ,n. 

The length of the shadow of a lexsegment can be computed. Let i 
be a positive integer. Then a EN has a unique expansion 

_ (ai) (ai-l) (aj) a- . + . +···+ . 
z z- 1 J 

with ai >ai-l > · · · > aj 2: j 2: 1; see [14] or [21]. 
We define 

a(i) = (ai + 1) (ai-l+ 1) . . . (aj + 1) 
i+1 + i + + j+1 ' 

and 

a(i) = ( ai ) (ai-l) . . . ( aj ) . 
i+1 + i + + j+1 

Lemma 2.11. Let L C Md be a lexsegment with a = IMd \ Ll. 
Then 

For the proof of this lemma we refer the reader to [14, Prop.4.2.8]. 
As a consequence of Corollary 2.8 and Lemma 2.11 we now obtain 

Theorem 2.12 (Macaulay). Let h: N----+ N be a numerical func-
tion. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) h is the Hilbert function of a standard graded K -algebra; 
(b) h(O) = 1, and h(d + 1) ::::; h(d)(d) for all d 2: 0. 

We close this section with a discussion of the analogue theorems in 
the squarefree case. Let B C E be a set of monomials in the exterior 
algebra. Then B is called (strongly) stable if B satisfies conditions ana
logue to those of Definition 2.3. Thus, for example, B is stable, if for all 
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monomials u E B, u = ei1 1\ ei2 1\ ... 1\ eij with i1 < i2 < ... ij it follows 
that ei 1\ ei1 1\ ... 1\ eij_ 1 E B for all i < ij and i (/. {i1, ... , ij}. 

Let u = Xi 1 Xi 2 ••• Xij E S be a squarefree monomial. Then we call 
ei1 1\ ei2 1\ ... 1\ eii the monomial in E corresponding to u. Let I C S 
be squarefree monomial ideal, B C I the set of squarefree monomials 
in I, and B' be the corresponding set of monomials in E. Notice that 
the K-subspace J of E spanned by B' is an ideal in E. We call it the 
monomial ideal in E corresponding to I, and I is called a squarefree 
(strongly) stable monomial ideal, resp. a square free lexsegment ideal, if 
J is a (strongly) stable resp. lexsegment ideal in E. 

Corresponding to Proposition 2.2 one has 

Proposition 2.13. A Borel-fixed ideal J C E is strongly stable. 
In particular, the generic initial ideal of any graded ideal in E is strongly 
stable. 

For the shadow of a stable set of monomials in E one has 

Lemma 2.14. Let B C Ed be a strongly stable set of monomials. 
Then Shad(B) is again stable and I Shad( B) I = 2:::~==-/ m~i(B). 

We leave the proof of Lemma 2.14 to the reader. 
We now prove the squarefree version of Bayer's Theorem 2.10. 

Theorem 2.15. Let L C Ed be a lexsegment of monomials, and 
B C Ed a stable set of monomials with ILl ~ IBI. Then m~i(L) ~ 
m<i(B) fori= 1, ... , n. 

For the proof of the theorem we need some preparation. Let d < n 
and write Nd for the set of all (squarefree) monomials of degree d in 
E. If N C Nd we denote by min(N) the smallest monomial u E N 
(with respect to the lexicographic order). Furthermore we define a map 
a: Nd-+ Nd by setting a(u) = u, ifn (/. supp(u), and a(u) = (e1 1\u)/en 
if n E supp( u), where j is the largest integer < n which does not belong 
to supp(u). Here supp(u) is the set of elements i E [n] such that eilu. 

Lemma 2.16. With the notation introduced we have: 

(a) The map a: Nd -+ Nd is order preserving, that is, for u, u' E Nd, 
u ~lex u', one has a(u) ~lex a(u'). 

(b) Let B = B' + B" 1\ en be a strongly stable set of monomials of 
degree d, where B' and B" are sets of monomials in the elements 
e1, e2, ... , en-1· Then a(min(B)) = min(G(B')). 

Proof. (a) Let u and u' be two monomials of degree d with u ~lex u' 
and m( u) = m( u') = n, say u = ei 1 1\ · · · 1\ eid_ 1 1\ en and u' = ei~ 1\ 
· · · 1\ ei~_ 1 1\ en with 1 ~ i1 < i2 < · · · < id-1 < n and 1 ~ ii < i~ < 
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· · · < i~_ 1 < n. Then there exists an integer t with 1 :S t :S d - 1 such 
that i1 = ii, ... , it-1 = i~_ 1 and it > i~. Let j be the largest integer 
< d which is not in supp( u), and define j' similarly for u'. Since it > i~, 
there is at least one 'gap' in the sequence i~, ... , i~_ 1 , n. Thus j' > i~. 
Hence if j ;:::: it, then the first indices of the factors of a(u) and a(u') 
in which they differ are again it and i~, and the inequality is preserved. 
On the other hand, if j < it, then we must have 

and j = it- 1 = n- d + t- 1 since it-1 = i~_ 1 < i~ < it. That is, the 
factors 'after' ei,_ 1 have the highest possible indices. It is then obvious 
that a(u) :Szex a(u') as desired. By the similar way one treats the case 
m(u') < m(u) = n, while if m(u) < m(u') =none has a(u) = u :Szex 
u' :Szex a(u'). 

(b) It follows from the above result (a) that a(min(B)) :Szex a(min 
(B')) = min(B') since min(B) :Szex min(B'). On the other hand, since 
B is strongly stable, a(min(B)) E B', which implies the reverse inequal
ity. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 2.15. We proceed by induction on n, the number 
of variables. The inequality m<n(L) :S m<n(B) is just our hypothesis. 

- -
In order to prove it for i < n, we write L = L' + L" 1\ en and B = 
B' + B" 1\ en with L', L", B' and B" sets of monomials in e1, e2, ... , en-1· 
It is clear that L' is lexsegment, and that B' is strongly stable. Hence if 
we show that IL'I :S IB'I, we may apply our induction hypothesis, and 
the assertion follows immediately. 

It may be assumed that B' and B" are lexsegments. In fact, let B* 
(resp. B**) be the lexsegments in e1, e2, ... , en- 1 of degree d (resp. d-1) 
such that IB*I = IB'I (resp. IE** I= IB"i) and set B = B* + B** 1\ en. 
Then it is not hard to see that B is again strongly stable. 

Now we are in the following situation: L = L' + L11 1\en is lexsegment, 
and B = B' + B" /\en strongly stable q,s before, but in addition B' and B" 
are lexsegments. Assuming ILl :S IBI, we want to show that IL'I :S IB'I. 
Thanks to Lemma 2.16 we have 

min(B') = a(min(B)) :Szex a(min(L)) = min(L'). 

Since L' and B' are lexsegments, the required inequality follows. Q.E.D. 

As a consequence one obtains similarly as in Corollary 2.8 that for 
any graded ideal J C E there exists a unique lexsegment ideal Jlex C E 
such that E I J and E I Jlex have the same Hilbert function. Detailed 
proofs of these statements can be found in [6]. 
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Corollary 2.17. Let I C S be a squarefree monomial ideal. Then 
there exists a unique squarefree lexsegment ideal, denoted pqlex such that 
S I I and S I pqlex have the same Hilbert function. 

Proof. Let J be the corresponding ideal of I in E, B' the set of 
monomials of Jlex, and B the set of squarefree monomials in S corre
sponding to B'. The ideal L C S spanned by B is clearly a squarefree 
lexsegment ideal. It follows from the next lemma that S I I and S I L have 
the same Hilbert function. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 2.18. Let I C S be a squarefree monomial ideal, and 
J C E the corresponding monomial ideal in E. Let He;J(t) = I.:~=O aiti 
be the Hilbert function of E I J. Then the Hilbert function of S I I is given 
by 

n ti 
Hs;r(t) = ~ ai (1 _ t)i. 

This lemma implies in particular that the Hilbert function of E I J 
and that of S I I determine each other. A proof of this simple result can 
be found for example in [14, Theorem 5.1.7]. 

The exterior version of Lemma 2.11 is the following ( cf. [6, Theorem 
4.2]) 

Lemma 2.19. Let L C EMd be a lexsegment of monomials, where 
EMd denotes the set of monomials of degree d in E. Suppose that a= 
IEMd \ Ll. Then 

IEMd \ Shad(L)I = a(d)_ 

As in the case of the polynomial rings one now deduces ( cf. [6, 
Theorem 4.1]) 

Theorem 2.20 (Kruskal-Katona). Let (h1 , ... , hn) be a sequence 
of integers. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) 1 + 2:.:~= 1 hdtd is the Hilbert series of a graded K -algebra E I J; 

(b) 0 :S: hd+l :S: h~d) for all i with 0 :S: d < n. 

§3. Graded Betti numbers of initial ideals 

Let M be a finitely generated graded S-module. Then M has a 
graded free S-resolution of the form 
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The numbers f3ij are called the graded Betti numbers of M. Note that the 
Tor-groups Tori(K, M) are finitely generated, graded K-vector spaces, 
and that 

f3ij(M) = dimKTori(K,M)j for all i,j. 

The following basic result holds: 

Theorem 3.1. Let I C S be a graded ideal. Then for any term 
order < one has 

f3ij(SII):::; f3ij(Siin<(I)) for all i,j. 

Proof. Let S be the K[t]-algebra S[t], where t is an indeterminate 
of degree 0. By [16, Theorem 15.17] there exists a graded ideal J C S 
such that the K[t]-algebra S I J is free K[t]-module (and thus flat over 
K[t]), and such that 

(1) (Sii)lt(Sii) ~ Slin(I), 

and 

(2) 

as graded K-algebras. 
Let F. be the minimal graded freeS-resolution of Sli. Then (1) 

implies that F.ltF. is a graded minimal free S-resolution of SII, so 
that f3ij(Sii) = f3ij(Siin(I)) for all i and j, and (2) implies that (F.)t 
is a graded (not necessarily minimal) free S 0K K[t; t- 1] resolution of 
(SI I)0K K[t, C 1]. Thus, f3ij(SI I) = f3ij((SI I)0K K[t, t-1]) :::; f3ij(S I i), 
as desired. Q.E.D. 

Let M be a finitely generated graded S-module. The regularity of 
M is defined to be the number reg(M) = max{j- i: f3ij(M) -1- 0}. As 
an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 we have 

Corollary 3.2. Let I C S be a graded ideal. Then for any term 
order < one has: 

(a) projdimSII:::; projdimSiin<(I). 
(b) depth S I I ;:::: depthS I in<( I). 
(c) If Slin<(I) is Cohen-Macaulay (Gorenstein), then so is SII. 
(d) reg S I I :::; reg S I in<( I). 

We shall see in the next section that all inequalities of Corollary 
3.2 become equalities, if in<(I) is replaced by Gin(I) with respect to 
the reverse lexicographic order. Since by Proposition 2.2, at least in 
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characteristic 0, the generic initial ideal is strongly stable, it is of interest 
to compute the graded Betti numbers of stable ideals. Eliahou and 
Kervaire described explicitly the resolution of such ideals. Here we are 
only interested in its graded Betti numbers, so that we only need to 
compute the graded K -vector spaces Tori ( K, S /I). 

Let K,(x; S/I) be the Koszul complex of S/I with respect to x1, ... , 
Xn· We denote by H. (x; Sf I) the Koszul homology. Since there is a 
graded isomorphism Tor,(K,S/I) ~ H.(x;S/I), we may as well com
pute H. ( x; S /I) in order to determine the graded Betti numbers. Re-
call that Ki(Xl, ... ,xn) = K.(x;S/I) is a free Sf!- module with ba-
sis e,., a C {1, ... , n }, fa! = i, where e,. = ej 1 A eh A ... A eJi for 
a= {jl, ... ,ji}, j1 < j2 < ... < ]i· The differential 8 of K, is given by 
a(e,.) = LtEa(-1)a(a,t)Xte,.\t. Here o:(a,t) = i{r E a: r < t}f. 

For a monomial ideal I we denote by G(I) the unique set of mono
mial generators of I. We let c:: S -+ S /I be the canonical epimorphism, 
and set u' = ufxm(u) for all u E G(J). 

Theorem 3.3. Let I C S be a stable ideal. For all j = 1, ... , n 
and i > 0, the K oszul homology Hi ( x j, ... , Xn) is annihilated by m = 
(x1 , ... ,xn)· In other words, all these homology modules are K-vector 
spaces. A basis of Hi(Xj, ... , Xn) is given by the homology classes of the 
cycles 

c:(u')e,. A em(u), u E G(I), ial = i- 1,j::; min( a), max( a)< m(u). 

Proof. We proceed by induction on n - j. For j = n, we only 
have to consider H1(xn) which is obviously minimally generated by the 
homology classes of the elements c:( u')en with u E G(J) such that m( u) = 

n. Since by the definition of stable ideals xiu' E I for all i, we see that 
H1 (xn) is a k-vector space. 

Now assume that j < n, and that the assertion is proved for j + 
1. Then XjHi(Xj+l, ... ,xn) = 0 for all i > 0, so that the long exact 
sequence ( cf. [14, Cor.1.6.13]) 

x· 
· · · --'!...t Hi(XJ+!, ... , Xn) ---4 Hi(Xj, ... , Xn) ---4 Hi-1 (xj+l, ... , Xn) 
x· 

--'!...t Hi-l(Xj+l, ... , Xn) ____. Hi-l(xj, ... , Xn) ---4 · · · 

splits into the exact sequences 

(3) 0 ---4 Hl (XJ+l, ... 'Xn) ---4 Hl (xj ... 'Xn) ---4 Sj I Ij ~ sj I Ij 

and 

(4) 0 ____. Hi(XJ+l, ... ,xn) ____. Hi(Xj, ... ,xn) 

____. Hi-l(xj+l,···,xn) ____. 0. 
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fori > 0. Here sj is the polynomial ring K[x1, ... 'Xj], Ij the ideal in 
Sj generated by the monomials u E G(I) which are not divisible by any 
Xi with i > j' in other words, Ij = I n sj. 

In sequence (3), Ker x1 is minimally generated by the residues of 
the monomials u' with u E G(I) and m(u) = j. Note that the sets 
{u E G(I): m(u) = j} and {u E G(I1): m(u) = j} are equal, and that 
I1 is a stable ideal in S1. Therefore Kerx1 is a K-vector space. 

We now consider the short exact sequence 

(5) 0---+ H1(XJ+1,··· ,xn)---+ H1(xj,··· ,xn)---+ Kerxj---+ 0. 

It is clear that the elements s( u')e1 , u' E G(I), m( u) = j are cycles 
in K 1(x1, ... ,xn) such that 8([s(u')ej]) = u' +Ij. Therefore, by (5) 
and our induction hypothesis, it follows that the set S = { [s( u')ei]: u E 

G(I),m(u) = i 2::: j} generates H1(xj, ... ,xn)· Since I is a stable ideal 
we see that Xj[s(u')ei] = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,nand all [s(u')ei] E S. 
In other words, H1(x1, ... ,xn) is a K-vector space. Finally, since the 
number of elements of S equals dimk H 1 ( x j + 1, . . . , Xn) + dim Ker x j, we 
conclude that Sis a basis of H1(xj, ... ,xn)· 

In order to prove our assertion for i > 1 we consider the exact se
quences (4). By induction hypothesis the homology module Hi_ 1(x1+1, 

... , xn) is a K-vector space with basis 

[s(u')eo- A em(u)J, u E G(I), 10"1 = i- 2,j + 1::::; min(O"), max(O") < m(u). 

Given such a homology class, consider the element s(u')ej A eo- A em(u)· 

It is clear that this element is a cycle in Ki(xj, ... , xn), and that 

Thus from the exact sequence (4) and our induction hypothesis it fol
lows that the homology classes of the cycles described in the theorem 
generate Hi(Xj, ... , xn)· Again the stability of the ideal I implies that 
m annihilates all these homology classes, so that Hi(xj, ... , Xn) is a K
vector space. Finally, just as for i = 1, a dimension argument shows 
that these homology classes form a basis of Hi(Xj, ... , Xn)· Q.E.D. 

Let I be a monomial ideal. We denote by G(I)1 the set of monomial 
generators of degree j. The following result of Eliahou and Kervaire [17] 
follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. 

Corollary 3.4. Let I C S be a stable ideal. Then 

(a) f3ii+j(I) = l:::uEG(I)j (m(~)- 1 ); 
(b) proj dim Sf I= max{m(u): u E G(I)}; 
(c) reg(I) = max{deg(u): u E G(I)}. 
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With similar methods one can compute the graded Betti numbers 
of a squarefree stable ideal. For a monomial u E S we let supp( u) = 
{ i: xi divides u }. 

Theorem 3.5. Let I C S be a squarefree stable ideal. Then for 
every i > 0, a basis of the homology classes of Hi(x1, x2, ... , Xn) is given 
by the homology classes of the cycles 

u' ecr 1\ e=(u), u E G(I), Ia I = i- 1, max( a) < m( u), an supp(u) = 0. 

Proof. A minimal freeS-resolution of S/ I is multigraded; in other 
words, the differentials are homogeneous homomorphisms and, for each 
i, we have Fi = EBj S(-aij) with aij E zn. Moreover, by virtue of [24, 
Theorem (5.1)], all shifts aij are squarefree, i.e., aij E zn is of the form 
l:tErEt, where Tis a subset of {1,2, ... ,n}, and where c:l,E2, ... ,En 

is the canonical basis of zn 0 Thus it follows that Hi ( Xl' X2' 0 0 0 ' Xn) is 
multigraded K-vector space with Hi(XI,X2,··· ,xn)a = 0, if a E zn 
is not squarefree. Hence, if we want to compute the homology mod
ule Hi(x1, x2, ... , xn), it suffices to consider its squarefree multigraded 
components. 

For each 0 < j < n, there is an exact sequence whose graded part 
for each a E zn yields the long exact sequence of vector spaces 

x· 
· · · ~ Hi(Xj+l, ... , Xn)a -----+ Hi(Xj, ... , Xn)a -----+ Hi-l (xj+lo ... , Xn)a-c:1 
x· 
~ Hi-l(Xj+l,··· ,xn)a-----+ Hi-l(Xj,··· ,xn)a-----+ ···. 

We now show the following more precise result: For all i > 0, all 
0 < j ::; nand all squarefree a E zn, Hi(Xj, 0 0 0 ,xn)a is generated by 
the homology classes of the cycles 

u'ecr 1\ em(u)> .. . u E G(I), ... lal = i -1 

with 

j::; min(a),max(a) < m(u), an supp(u) = 0 and aU supp(u) =a. 

The proof is achieved by induction on n- j. The assertion is obvious 
for j = n. We now suppose that j < n. For such j, but i = 1, the 
assertion is again obvious. Hence we assume in addition that i > 1. We 
first claim that 

x· 
Hi-l(Xj+l, .. · ,xn)a-c:1 ~ Hi-l(Xj+l>"' ,xn)a 

is the zero map. Since a E zn is squarefree, the components of a are 
either 0 or 1. If the j-th component of a is 0, then a- c:1 has a negative 
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component; hence Hi-1(xj+1,··· ,xn)a-e:j = 0. Thus we may assume 
the j-th component of a is 1. Then a-E:j is squarefree and, by induction 
hypothesis, Hi-1 (xj+1, ... , Xn)a-e:j is generated by the homology classes 
of cycles of the form u'ea 1\ em(u) with j tf_ supp(u). Such an element is 
mapp(iid to the homology class of U 1Xjea 1\ em(u) in Hi-1 (Xj+1, ... , Xn)a. 
However, since I is stable, we have u' x j = 0 as desired. 

From these observations we deduce that we have short exact se
quences 

0--+Hi(Xj+1,··· ,xn)a--+ Hi(Xj,··· ,xn)a 

--+ Hi-1 (xj+1, ... , Xn)a-e:j --+ 0 

for all i > 1. The first map Hi(Xj+1, ... , Xn)a ----+ Hi(Xj, ... , Xn)a 
of the above exact sequence is simply induced by the natural inclu
sion map of the corresponding Koszul complexes, while the second map 
Hi(Xj,··· ,xn)a----+ Hi-1(Xj+1,··· ,xn)a-e:j is a connecting homomor
phism. Given the homology class of a cycle z = u' ea/\em(u) in Hi-1 (xj+1, 
... , xn)a-e:j, it is easy to see that, up to a sign, the homology class of 
the cycle u'ej 1\ ea 1\ em(u) in Hi(xj, ... , xn)a is mapped to [z]. This 
guarantees all of our assertions as required. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 3.6. Let I C S be a squarefree stable ideal. Then 

(a) (.1 .. ·(I)-" (m(u)-j)· 
fJ"+J - L.JuEG(I)j i ' 

(b) proj dimS/ I= max{m(u)- deg(u) + 1: u E G(I)}; 
(c) reg (I) = max{ deg( u): u E G(I)}. 

Remark 3.7. It follows immediately from Corollary 3.4(a) and 
Corollary 3.6(a) that a (squarefree) stable ideal which is generated in 
one degree, has a linear resolution. Very recently Romer has shown 
(unpublished) that among all (squarefree) ideals with linear resolution 
the ideals generated by ( squarefree) revlexsegments have minimal Betti 
numbers. 

§4. The Cartan complex 

Let Mz ( resp. Mr) denote the category of finitely generated graded 
left (right) E-modules, and M the category of finitely generated graded 
left and right E-modules, satisfying ax= ( -l)degadegxxa for all homo
geneous elements a E E and x E M. For example, any graded ideal 
ICE belongs toM. 

A module M E Mz has a minimal, graded free E-resolution (as a 
left E-module), which is always infinite, unless M is free. The ijth Betti 
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number f3ij ( M) is the K -dimension of Torf ( K, M)j. These dimensions 
may be computed by using the graded free E-resolution of the residue 
class field K. This resolution is called the Cartan complex. We will 
briefly describe this complex. 

Let v = v1, · · · , Vm be a sequence of elements of degree 1 in E. The 
Cartan complex C. (v; E) of the sequence v with values in E is defined 
as the complex whose i-chains Ci(v; E) are the elements of degree i of 
the free divided power algebra C. (v; E) = E(x1, ... , Xm)· Recall that 
C. ( v; E) is the polynomial ring over E in the set of variables 

X (j) . 1 . 1 2 , , z = , . . . , m, J = , , ... 

modulo the relations 

(j) (k) - (j + k)! (j+k) 
xi xi - ·rkl xi . 

J· . 

We set x~o) = 1 and x~ 1 ) = Xi for i = 1, ... , m. The algebra C. (v; E) 
is a free E-module with basis x(a) = xia1 )x~a2 ) ••• x~=l, a E Nm. We 

say that x(a) has degree i if lal = i where lal = a1 + ... + am. Thus 
Ci(v; E) = ffilal=i Ex(a). 

TheE-linear differential on C.(v; E) is defined as follows: for x(a) = 
xiat) · · · x~=) we set 

It is easily verified that a o a = 0, so that (C.(v; E), a) is indeed a 
complex. Moreover, a is an E-derivation, that is, a is E-linear and 

for any two homogeneous elements 91 and 92 in C. ( v; E). 
These rules imply that the cycles Z.(v;E) of C.(v;E) form a di

vided power algebra, and that the boundaries B.(v; E) form an ideal in 
Z.(v; E), so that the homology H.(v; E) of C.(v; E) inherits a natural 
structure of a divided power algebra. Let M be left E-module; then 
C. ( v; M) = C. ( v; E) ® E M is called the Cartan complex of M with 
respect to the sequence v. The homology of C.(v; M) will be denoted 
by H.(v;M). Note that H.(v;M) has a natural left H.(v;E)-module 
structure. 

For each j = 1, ... , m-1 there exists an exact sequence of complexes 

0---->C.(vl,··· ,vj;M) ~C.(vl,··· ,vi+1;M) 
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___2__, C.(v1, ... , Vj+Ii M)( -1) ____, 0, 
where ~ is a natural inclusion map, and where T is given by 

with gi E ck-i(vl, ... 'Vjj M). 
From this exact sequence one obtains immediately the following long 

exact sequences for the Cartan homology. 

Proposition 4.1. Let M E Mz; then for all j = 1, ... , m- 1 
there exists a long exact sequence of graded left E-modules 

"'' · · · ~ Hi(v1, ... , Vji M) ~ Hi(v1, ... , Vj+li M) 

~ Hi-l(vl, ... , VJ+li M)( -1) ~ Hi-l(vl, ... , Vji M) 
~ Hi-l(vl, ... ,vJ+l;M) ~ · · ·. 

Here ai is induced by the inclusion map ~, f3i by T, and (\-1 is the 
connecting homomorphism, which acts as follows: if z = g0 + g1xJ+1 + 
· · · + gi-lXJ~11 ) is a cycle in Ci-I(h, ... , lj+li M), then Di-l([z]) = 
[govJ+ll· 

Let e1, ... , en beaK-basis of E 1 . Using Proposition 4.1 it follows 
easily by induction on i that C. ( e1, . . . , ei; E) is acyclic for i = 1, . . . , n. 
In particular, C.(e1, ... ,en;E) is a minimal, graded free E-resolution 
of K. 

Corollary 4.2. Let M E M 1• Then 

(a) for all i 2: 0 there are graded isomorphisms Torf ( K, M) ~ Hi ( e1, 
... ,en; M) of K-vector spaces; 

(b) for all i 2: 0 one has f3ii(K) = (n-;+i) and /3ij(K) = 0 for j -1- i; 
(c) reg(M) :::; max{j: Mj -1- 0}. 

Proof. The statements (a) and (b) are clear by the discussions pre
ceding this corollary. Since Ci(e1, ... , en; E) ~ E9 E( -i), it follows 
from (a) that Torf(K,M) is a subquotient of ffiM(-i). This implies 
(c). Q.E.D. 

For any finitely generated left E-module M, the Cartan cohomology 
with respect to the sequence v = v1, ... , Vm is defined to be the homol
ogy of the cocomplex c·(v;M) = HomE(C.(v;E),M). Explicitly, we 
have 

• 8° 0 8 1 1 C (v; M) : 0 ~ C (M) ~ C (M) ~ ... , 
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where the cochains C'(v; M) and the cochain maps[)' can be described 
as follows: the elements of Ci(v; M) may be identified with all homoge
neous polynomials I: a maya of degree i in the variables YI, ... , Ym with 
coefficients ma E M, and where as usual for a E Nn, ya denotes the 
monomial yr1 y~2 ••• y~n. The element maya E C' ( v; M) is defined by 
the mapping property 

a( (b)) _ {ma for b =a, may x -
0 for b -1- a. 

After this identification the cochain maps are simply multiplication by 
the element Yv = I:~=I ViYi· In other words, we have 

[Ji: Ci(v; M) ------> ci+I(v; M), f r---+ Yvf. 

In particular we see that c· ( v; E) may be identified with the polynomial 
ring E[yi, ... , Ym], and that c· (v; M) is a finitely generated c· (v; E)
module. It is obvious that cocycles and co boundaries of c· ( v; M) are 
E[yi, 00. , Ym]-submodules of C' (v; M). As E[yi, 00. , Ym] is Noether
ian, it follows that the Cartan cohomology H'(v; M) of M is a finitely 
generated (graded) E[yi, ... , Ym]-module. 

We set M* = HomE(M, E). Cartan homology and cohomology are 
related as follows: 

Proposition 4.3. Let ME M. Then 

Hi(v; M)* ~ Hi(v; M*) for all i. 

Pmof. Since E is injective, the functor (-)* commutes with ho
mology and we obtain 

Hi(v; M)* ~ Hi(HomE(Ci(v; M), E)) 
~ Hi(HomE(Ci(v; E), M*) ~ Hi(v; M*). Q.E.D. 

Proposition 4.4. Let M E M 1• Then for all j = 1, .. . , m - 1 
there exists a long exact sequence of graded left E-modules 

0 0 0 ------> Hi-I (VI' 0 0 0 'Vj+l; M) ------> Hi-I (VI' 0 0 0 'Vj; M) 
------> Hi-I(vi, ... , VJ+Ii M)( -1) ~ Hi(vi, ... , VJ+Ii M) 
------> Hi (VI' 0 0 0 'Vj; M) ------> 0 0 0 

0 

Proof. It is immediate that such a sequence exists. We only show 
that the map 

Hi-I(vi, 00. , VJ+li M)( -1)----+ Hi(v1, 00. , VJ+Ii M) 
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is indeed multiplication by YHl· We show this on the level of cochains. 
In order to simplify notation we set ci = Ci(VI, ... 'Vj+li E) for all i, 
and let 

be the map induced by 'T: ci --+ ci-1, where 

Our assertion is that 1 is multiplication by Yi+l· 
For all x(b) E Ci we have 1(mya)(x(b)) = mya(r(x(b))). This implies 

that 

( a)( (b)) {m if (bl, ... ,bHl)=(ab···,ai+l+l), 
1 my x = 

0 otherwise. 

Hence we see that 1(mya) = myayi+1 , as desired. Q.E.D. 

§5. Simplicial cohomology 

Besides Cartan cohomology, there is another natural cohomology 
attached to any graded E-module: let v E E be a homogeneous element 
of degree 1, and let ME M 1• Since v2 = 0, we obtain a finite complex 
of finitely generated K-vector spaces 

(M,v): ···--+Mi-l~ Mi ~ Mi+l--+ · · · 

where lv denotes left multiplication by v. We denote the ith cohomology 
of this complex by Hi(M, v). Notice that H'(M, v) = E9i Hi(M, v) is 
again an object in M1. Indeed, 

H'(M,v) = 0~~v, 

where 0 :M v = {a E M: va = 0}. 
It is clear that a short exact sequence 

0 --+ U --+ M --+ N --+ 0, 

of finitely generated graded E-modules induces the long exact cohomol
ogy sequence 
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Definition 5.1. Let M E M 1• An element v E E 1 is called 
generic forM if dimKHi(M,v) :::;; dimKHi(M,u) for all i and all 
u E E1. 

The property of being generic for M is an open condition, that is, 
there exists a non-empty Zariski open subset G C Ell such that v E E 1 

is generic if and only if v E G. 
Let ~ be simplicial complex on the vertex set [n] = {1, ... , n }. 

One denotes by lt:J. C S the squarefree monomial ideal generated by all 
monomials Xi1 • • • Xik such that {ill ... , ik} tJ. ~. The K-algebra K[~] = 
S/ lt:J. is called the Stanley-Reisner ring of~. Detailed information about 
this well studied ring can be found in [33], [14] and [21]. 

We denote by Jt:J. the monomial ideal in E corresponding to lt:J.. The 
K-algebra K{~} = E/Jt:J. is called the exterior face ring of~. This 
algebra was first studied in a systematic way by Kalai [26] in connection 
with algebraic shifting. Notice that the Hilbert series of K { ~} is given 
by 

HK{t:J.}(t) = L fi-lti, 
i~O 

where fi is the number of i-dimensional faces of~. 

Lemma 5.2. Let ~ be a simplicial complex, and v E E 1 a generic 
element for K { ~}. Then for all i we have 

Proof. Let e = 2::~ ei. It follows immediately from the defini
tion of simplicial cohomology that fii-l ( ~; K) ~ Hi ( K { ~}, e). Thus 
it remains to be shown that e is generic forK{~}. Let K be anal
gebraic closure of K. Then Hi(K{~},v) ®K K ~ Hi(R{~}), and 
fii-l(~;K) ®K K ~ fii-l(~;K). Thus we may as well assume that 
K is algebraically closed. The set L of elements v = 2::~ aiei E E 1 

with fr ai =/= 0 is open. Moreover, the complexes (K{~},v) and 
(K{~},e) are isomorphic for all v E L. In fact, the isomorphism of 
complexes is induced by the algebra automorphism cp: K { ~} --+ K { ~} 
with cp(ei) = aiei fori= 1, ... , n. Let G C E 1 be the subset of generic 
elements for K { ~}. Since K is algebraically closed and since L and G 
are non-empty open subsets of the irreducible space Et, their intersec
tion is non-empty. Let v be an element of this intersection. Then v 
is general, and dimKHi(K{~},v) = dimKHi(K{~},e) for all i. This 
proves the assertion. Q.E.D. 
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For the rest of the section we discuss the following question: Let I C 

S be a squarefree monomial ideal, J C E the corresponding monomial 
ideal in the exterior algebra. Is there a relation between the S-resolution 
of I and the E-resolution of J? We will show that this is indeed the 
case. In order to describe this relation it is convenient to consider the 
attached simplicial complexes. 

Both algebras, K[~] as well asK{~}, are zn-graded, and hence 
have zn_graded resolutions. A formula for the zn-graded Betti num
bers ,Bia(K[~]) is given by Hochster [24] in terms of reduced simplicial 
homology. 

Let a E zn. We set supp(a) = {i E [n]: ai -1- 0} and [a[= L:iai. 
The element a E zn is called square free, if ai E { 0, 1} for i = 1, ... , n. 

Let r5 C [n]. The restriction of~ to r5 is the simplicial complex 
~a = { T E ~: T C r5}. 

Theorem 5.3. Let ~ be a simplicial complex with vertex set [n], 
and a E Nn. Then for all i 2:: 0, we have 

(a) ,Bfa(K[~]) = 0, if a is not squarefree; 
(b) ,Bfa,(K[~]) = dimK Hlal-i-l(~supp(a)i K), if a is squarefree. 

For the proof we refer to Hochster's original paper [24], or to [14]. 
There is a similar kind of formula for the zn-graded Betti numbers 

of K{~} given in [6]. 

Theorem 5.4. Let~ be a simplicial complex with vertex set [n], 
and a E zn. Then for all i 2:: 0, we have 

,B!(K {~}) = dimiflal-i-l(~supp(a)i K). 

Proof. Set a= supp(a), and let C(~a) be the augmented oriented 
chain complex of ~a· The module ci of i-chains of C(~a) is the free 
Z-module with basis r5 E ~a, [r5[ = i + 1. Thus the module of i-cochains 
Ci(K) is a K-vector space with basis r5*, r5 E ~m [r5[ = i + 1 where 
(5* : ci --'> K is the Z-linear map with (5* ( T) = 0 for T -1- (5 and r5* ( T) = 1 
forT= r5. 

On the other hand, TorE(K{~},K)a may be identified with the 
homology of the ath graded piece C(e1 , ... ,en;K{~})a of the Cartan 
complex. In degree i this complex has the following K-basis 

Here aa 
j E r5. 

(a~, ... ,a~) where aj = a1 for j tf. r5 and aj = aj -1 for 
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We define a K -linear map 

by setting rpi(eax(aa)) =a*. One easily checks that rp is an isomorphism 
of complexes. Q.E.D. 

A comparison of the formulas in Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 leads 
to 

Corollary 5.5. Let ~ be a simplicial complex with vertex set [n]. 
Then 

There is actually an explicit construction for the E-resolution of 
K{~} in terms of the S-resolution of K[~]. This construction is de
scribed in [9]. 

§6. Regularity and extremal Betti numbers 

In this section we present the theorem of Bayer, Charalambous and 
S. Popescu [12] which asserts that the extremal Betti numbers of a 
graded ideal and its generic ideal coincide. 

Throughout this section we assume that the base field K is infinite. 
Let M be a finitely generated graded S-module. A Betti number of M 
is called extremal if f3ii+j = 0 for all (i,j) =/= (k, m) with i ~ k and 
j ~ m. The corollary of the next theorem provides a characterization 
of extremal Betti numbers in terms of annihilators of almost regular 
sequences. 

An element X E sl is called almost M -regular, if the colon module 
0 :M x = { c E M: xc = 0} is of finite length. The set of almost M
regular elements is a nonempty open subset of S 1 . Indeed, M/HZ(M) 
is a module of positive depth, so that the Zariski open set S c S 1 of 
regular elements of M/HZ(M) in S 1 is not empty. For any element 
xES we have that 0 :M xis a finite length module. 

Let l = h, ... , lm be a sequence of linear forms in S. In order to 
simplify notation we set M(j) = Mj(l1 , ... , lj)M, and fori~ 1 we let 
Hi(j) be the ith Koszul homology Hi(l1 , ... ,lj;M) of M with respect 
to the sequence h, ... ,lj. We further set Hi(O) = 0 fori> 0 and for 
j ~ 1 we let H 0(j- 1) be the colon ideal 0 :M(j-l) lj. Observe that, in 
our notation, H 0 (j) is not the Oth Koszul homology. 
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The sequence I = h, ... , lm is called an almost regular M -sequence 
if for all i = 1, ... , m, the linear form lj is almost M(j-1)-regular. If all 
permutations of the sequence I are almost M-regular, then we calli an 
unconditioned almost regular M -sequence . 

Suppose I= h, ... , lm is almost M-regular, then all Hi(i) are mod
ules of finite length and since M is a graded S-module, all Hi(i) are 
naturally graded. Now suppose in addition that I is a basis of 81. Then 
there are graded isomorphisms Hi(n)j ~ Tori(K, M)j for all i and i
In particular, the graded iith Betti numbers f3ij of M coincide with 
dimKHi(n)j. 

Let N be an Artinian graded module. We set s(N) = max{ s: N8 -=/= 
0} if N-=/= 0 and s(O) = -oo. Now we introduce the following numbers 
attached toM and the basis I= h, ... , ln. We set 

rj = max{s(Hi(i))- i: i;:::: 1} and sj = s(Ho(i -1)) fori= 1, ... ,n, 

and put r 0 = 0. We observe that reg(M) = max{rn, s(M/mM)}. 

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that the basis I = h, ... , ln of S1 is an 
almost regular M -sequence. Then 

(a) rj = max{s1, ... ,sj} fori= 1, ... ,n. In particular, r1::::; r2::::; 
... ::::; rn. 

(b) Let ..J = {i1,··· ,iz}, 1::::; i1 < i2 < ... < iz::::; n, be the set of 
elements i E [n] such that rj - rj_ 1 -=/= 0. Then for all t with 
1 ::::; t ::::; l and all i with it ::::; i we have 

(i) Hi(i)i+s = 0 for s > rj,_ 1 and i > i- it+ 1; 
(ii) Hj-j,+1 (j)j-j,+l+rh ~ Ho(jt - 1)rh; 

(iii) Hj-j,+1(j)j-j,+l+s is isomorphic to a submodule of Ho(jt-
1)8 for all s > rj,_ 1 ; 

(iv) H0 (j -i)rj, is isomorphic to a factor module of Hi(i)i+r;, 
for all i with i > i - it+ 1 + 1. 

For the proof of this theorem we refer to [4]. 

Corollary 6.2. Let the numbers it be defined as in Theorem 6.1, 
and set kt = n - it + 1 and mt = r j, . Then 

(a) the Betti number f3ii+j of M is extremal if and only if 

(i,i) E {(kt,mt): t= 1, ... ,l}. 

Moreover, f3k,,k,+m, = dimK(O: lj,)sj, fort= 1, ... , l, 
(b) for all t = 1, ... , l we have 

(1) f3k,,k,+s::::; dimK(O: lj,)s for all s > ffit-1, 
(2) f3i,i+m, ;:::: dimK(O: ln-i+dm, for all i > kt+1· 
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Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 6.3 (Bayer-Charalambous-S. Popescu). Let I C S be a 
graded ideal, and let Gin( I) be the generic initial ideal of I with respect 
to the reverse lexicographic order. Then for any two integers i, j E N 
one has 

(a) the ijth Betti number of Sf! is extremal if and only if the ijth 
Betti number of Sf Gin( I) is extremal; 

(b) the corresponding extremal Betti numbers of Sf I and Sf Gin( I) 
are equal. 

Proof. After a generic choice of coordinates we may assume that 
Gin(J) = in(J), and since the condition of being an almost regular se
quence is an open condition, we may as well assume that Xn, ... , x 1 

is an almost regular Sf !-sequence. Since Gin( I) is Borel fixed it fol
lows for example from [16, Corollary 15.25] that Xn, ... , x1 is an almost 
regular S/Gin(J)-sequence, too. Set R(j) = (S/I)j(xn,··· ,xj)(S/I) 
and R(j) = (S/Gin(J))/(xn, ... ,xj)(S/Gin(J)), then it follows that 
0 :R(n-i+l) Xn-i as well as 0 :.R(n-i+l) Xn-i have finite length for all 
i. Now since the chosen term order is reverse lexicographic it follows 
from Proposition 1.4 that 0 :R(n-i+l) Xn-i and 0 :.R(n-i+l) Xn-i have 
the same Hilbert function. In particular, 

s(O :R(n-i+l) Xn-i) = s(O :.R(n-i+l) Xn-i) for all i. 

Thus Corollary 6.2(a) concludes the proof. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 6.4. Let I C S be a graded ideal, Gin(J) the generic 
initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic order. Then 

(a) (Bayer-Stillman) reg(J) = reg(Gin(J)); 
(b) proj dimS/ I= proj dim Sf Gin( I); 
(c) Sf I is Cohen-Macaulay, if and only if Sf Gin( I) is Cohen

Macaulay. 

§7. Extremal Betti numbers for squarefree monomial ideals 

Let A be a simplicial complex, and JA C E the Stanley-Reisner 
ideal of A in the exterior algebra. The exterior algebraic shifted complex 
of A is the simplicial complex A e with 

We will study algebraic shifting more systematically in the next section. 
Here we are interested in the comparison of the graded Betti numbers 
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of It> C S with those of It>e. Though it is not yet known whether or 
not the graded Betti numbers increase when passing from It> to It>e, it 
can be shown (see [4]) that It> and It>e have the same extremal Betti 
numbers. In fact one has 

Theorem 7.1. Let~ be a simplicial complex. Then for any two 
integers i, j E N one has 

(a) the ijth Betti number of Sf h is extremal if and only if the ijth 
Betti number of Sf If:>e is extremal; 

(b) the corresponding extremal Betti numbers of Sf It> and Sf If:>e are 
equal. 

We will describe the main steps of the proof. For simplicity we set 
J = Jt> I = l!:;.. Set Pj(t) = ""£i>of3ff+i(EjJ)ti, then Corollary 5.5 
yields -

"~(i+j-1) s i Pi(t) = ~(~ . + k _ 1 (3kk+i)t · 
i?::O k=O J 

Setting k(j) =max{ k: f3fk+j(Sf I) =/- 0}, we see that 

""£~~bf3fk+i(Sfi)tk(1- t)k(j)-k + R(t)(1- t)k(i)+i 
Pj(t) = (1- t)k(i)+i ' 

with a certain polynomial R(t). 
We set dj(EfJ) = k(j) + j and ej(EfJ) = f3f(j),k(j)+j(Sfi). 

Corollary 7.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) (3~+j(Sfi) is an extremal Betti number of Sf I; 
(b) i = k(j), and dj'(EfJ)- dj(EfJ) < j'- j for all j' > j. 

For the further discussion we need (see [4, Corollary 4.6]) a different 
interpretation of the numbers dj and ej. 

Proposition 7.3. Let M E M, and let v 1 , . . . , Vn be a generic 
basis of E1. Then the natural maps 

(3; 
Hi(v1, ... , VJ+l; M)--+ Hi(v1, ... , VJ+l; M) 

of Carlan homology attached with the sequence v1 , ... , Vn ( cf Proposi
tion 4.1) are surjective for all j = 0, ... , n- 1 and all j » 0. 

We now fix M E M and a sequence v = v1 , ... , Vn in E 1 . Sim-
ilarly as in Section 1 we set M(j- 1) = Mf(v1, ... , Vj_ 1)M and put 
Hi(j) = Hi(vl, ... , Vj; M) fori > 0 and H0 (j) = H"(M(j- 1), vj) for 
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j = 1, ... , n. Furthermore we set Hi(O) = 0 for all i. Notice that H 0 (j) 
is not the Oth Cartan homology of M with respect to VI, ... , v1 , but is 
the cohomology of M (j - 1) with respect to v1 as defined in Section 5. 
From Proposition 4.1 we obtain immediately the following long exact 
sequence of graded E-modules 

(6) Hz(j)--+ H1(j)(-1)--+ H1(j -1)--+ H1(j)--+ Ho(j)(-1)--+ 0 
· · ·--+ Hi(j- 1)--+ Hi(j)--+ Hi-1(j)(-1)--+ Hi-1(j -1)--+ · · ·. 

We fix an integer j. By Proposition 7.3 there exists an integer io 
such that for all i 2': i0 and all k = 1, ... , n the sequences 

(7) 0----+ Hi+1(k -1)(i+l)+j----+ Hi+1(k)cH1J+j----+ Hi(k)i+j ----+ 0 

are exact. 
Set h7 = dimKHi(k)i+j, and Ck = h70 fork= 1, ... ,n. The exact 

sequences (7) yield the equations 

(8) hk hk-1 hk 
i+1 = i+1 + i 

for all i 2': i 0 , and k = 1, ... , n. It follows from (8) that 

n (i + n- 2) ( i ) (i) . hio+i = c1 + Cz + · · · + Cn-1 + Cnfor alh 2': 0. 
n-1 n-3 1 

Since (3fj+j (M) = hi for all i, we see that 

n 

"'""(3E (M) _ i0 +1 "'"" ci Q( ) ~ ii+j - t ~ (1- t)n-i+1 + t ' 
i~O i=1 

where Q(t) is a polynomial. Thus we obtain: 

Proposition 7.4. Let d1 and e1 be defined as above. Then 

In order to relate the invariants dj and e1 to the generalized simpli
cial homology modules H0 (k) we need the following 

Lemma 7.5. Let 1 S l S n and j be integers. The following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(a) (1) Ho(k)j = 0 fork< l, and Ho(l)j =/= 0 
(2) Ho(k)j' = 0 for all j' > j and all k :<::: l + j- j'. 

(b) For all i 2': 0 we have 
(1) Hi(k)i+j = 0 fork< l, and Hi(l)i+j =/= 0 
(2) Hi(k)i+j' = 0 for all j' > j and all k :<:; l + j- j'. 

(c) Condition (b) is satisfied for some i. 
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Moreover, if the equivalent conditions hold, then Hi(l)i+j ~ H0 (l)j for 
all i ~ 0. 

Proof. In our proof we will use the following exact sequence 

(9) Hi(k -1)i+j'--+ Hi(k)i+i'--+ Hi-l(k)(i-l)+j' 
--+ Hi-l(k -1)(i-l)+U'+l) 

(a)::::} (b): We prove (b) by induction on i. Fori= 0, there is nothing 
to show. So now let i > 0 and assume that (1) and (2) hold fori- 1. 
By (9) we have the exact sequence 

Hi(l)i+i----+ Hi-l(l)(i-l)+i----+ Hi-l(l-1)(i-l)+(j+l)· 

Since l- 1 :::; l + j- (j + 1), we have Hi-l(l- 1)(i-l)+(Hl) = 0 by 
induction hypothesis. Also by induction hypothesis, Hi_1 (l)(i-l)+i =f. 0; 
therefore, Hi(l)i+j =f. 0. 

Now let k < l. Then (9) yields the exact sequence 

By indu~tion hypothesis we have Hi_1 (k)(i-l)+j = 0. Now by induction 
on k we may assume that Hi(k- 1)i+i = 0. Therefore, Hi(k)i+i = 0, 
and this shows ( 1). 

In order to prove (b)(2), we let j' > j and k :::; l + (j- j'), and 
consider the exact sequence 

from which the assertion follows by induction on i and k. 
(c) ::::} (a): We show that if the conditions (1) and (2) hold fori > 0, 
thenthey also hold fori- 1. Therefore backwards induction yields the 
desired conclusion. 

We begin with the proof of (2) for i - 1 by induction on k. For 
k = 0, there is nothing to show. Now let j' > j, and 0 < k:::; l + (j- j'), 
and consider the exact sequence 

Hi(k)i+i' ----+ Hi-l(k)(i-l)+j' ----+ Hi-l(k- 1)(i-l)+(j'+l)· 

Since k- 1 :::; l + j- (j' + 1) it follows by our induction hypothesis that 
Hi_1 (k...,-1)(i-l)+(j'+l) = 0. On the other hand, by assumption we have 
Hi(k)i+j' = 0, and hence Hi-l(k)(i-l)+j' = 0. 

In order to prove ( 1) for i - 1 we consider the exact sequence 
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Since l- 1 :::; l + j- (j + 1), we know from (2) (which we have already 
shown fori -1) that Hi_1 (l-1)(i-l)+(j+l) = 0. By our assumption we 
have Hi(l- 1)i+i = 0, and hence 

Hi-l(l)(i-l)+j ~ Hi(l)i+i =f. 0. 

That Hi-1 (k )(i-l)+j = 0 for k < l is proved similarly. This concludes 
the proof of the implication (c)=> (a). 

In the proof of this implication we have just seen that Hi(l)i+j ~ 
Hi_1 (l)(i-l)+i· By induction hypothesis we may assume that 
Hi-l(l)(i-l)+j ~ H0 (l)3, and hence Hi(l)i+j ~ Ho(l)j, as desired. 

Q.E.D. 

A pair of numbers (l,j) satisfying the equivalent conditions of Lemma 
7.5 will be a called a distinguished pair (forM). 

Now we may characterize the extremal Betti numbers of Sf I as 
follows: 

Corollary 7.6. The Betti number f3ii+j(S/I) is extremal if and 
only if (n+ 1-i-j,j) is a distinguished pair. Moreover, if the equivalent 
conditions ofLemma 7.5 hold, then f3ii+j(Sj I) = dimK H0 (n+1-i-j)J. 

Proof. We know from Corollary 7.2 that f3ii+j(S/I) is an extremal 
Betti number if and only if dj'(EjJ)- d3(EjJ) < j'- j for all j' > j. 
By Proposition 7.4 this condition is equivalent to 

min{k: Hi0 (k)io+j' =/:- 0} > l + (j- j'), 

where l = min{k: Hi0 (k)io+i =f. 0}. This in turn is equivalent to 

Hio (k)io+i' = 0 for k:::; l + (j- j'), 

which means that (l,j) is a distinguished pair. 
From Corollary 7.2 and Proposition 7.4 it follows that l = n+1-i-j. 

Finally, Corollary 7.2, Proposition 7.4 and Lemma 7.5 imply that 

Q.E.D. 

We we are ready for 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. After a generic change of bases we may as
sume, that in(J) = Gin(J), and that en, ... , e1 is a generic basis for 
E / J, and since in( J) is Borel fixed it follows easily that en, ... , e1 is 
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a generic basis for E/in(J), too. We let H0 (k) = H((E/1)/(en,···, 
en-k+l,en-k)(E/J),en-k)· The corresponding homology modules for 
E / in( J) will be denoted by H6 ( k). It follows from the exterior ana
logue of Proposition 1.4 that for all k = 1, ... , n the homology modules 
H0 (k) and H6(k) have the same Hilbert function. Since the Hilbert 
functions of these modules determine uniquely the distinguished pairs 
(l,j), all assertions of the theorem follow from Corollary 7.6. Q.E.D. 

§8. Shifting operations 

In this section we study shifting operations. They assign to each 
simplicial complex a shifted simplicial complex which shares basic prop
erties with the original simplicial complex but is combinatorially simpler. 

Let b. be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n]. 

Definition 8.1. The simplicial complex b. is shifted, if It:. is strong
ly stable. In other words, b. is shifted if it satisfies the following property: 
if O" E b., i EO" and j > i, then (O" \ {i}) U {j} E b.. 

Following Kalai [27] we define a shifting operation by list of proper
ties. 

Definition 8.2. A map which assigns to each simplicial complex 
b. on the vertex set [n] a simplicial complex Shift( b.) on the same vertex 
set [n] is called a shifting operation, if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(51) Shift(b.) is shifted; 
(52 ) Shift(b.) =b., if b. itself is shifted; 
(53 ) the simplicial complexes b. and Shift( b.) have the same !-vector; 
(54 ) iff is a subcomplex of b., then Shift(f) c Shift( b.). 

Shifting operations were first considered by Erdos, Ko, and Rado 
(see [1]), while algebraic shifting was introduced by Kalai [26], [27]. In 
this section we will present and compare the most important shifting 
operations. 

Let us begin with 

Combinatorial shifting: In the combinatorics of finite sets one consid
ers the following operation (cf. [1]): Let A be a collection of subsets of 
[n]. For given integers 1 :=:; i < j :=:; n, and for all O" E A one defines: 

5ij(O") = {(0" \ {j}) u {i~, if j EO", 
O", otherwise. 

i tj. 0", ( (T \ {j}) u { i} tj. A, 

For 1 ::; i < j ::; n and a E K we define an elementary automorphism 
r.pfj: V --> V as follows: r.pj:j ( ek) = ek if k =f. j, and 'Pij ( ej) = aei + ej. 
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The following fact is easily checked 

Lemma 8.3. Let J C E be a monomial ideal, and let a E K, 
a "1- 0. Then in(cpij(J)) has the K-basis {es,1 (o-): a E A}, where A= 
{a C [n]: eo- E J}. 

It follows in particular that the ideal in( 'Pij ( J)) does not depend 
on the choice of a. If~ is a simplicial complex then Shiftij(~) is the 
simplicial complex defined by 

Lemma 8.4. The operator Shiftij satisfies the conditions ( Sz), 
(S3) and (S4). 

Proof. Suppose ~ is shifted, then Ill squarefree strongly stable, 
and so Jfl C E is strongly stable. By Lemma 8.3, in(cpfj(Jfl)) has 
the K-basis {es,1 (o-): a E A}. As Jfl is strongly stable it follows that 
e8 ,1 (o-) E Jfl for all e" E Jfl. This proves (S2 ). 

For the proof of ( S3) we note that J Ll and in( 'Pij ( J Ll)) have the same 
Hilbert function. Condition (S4) follows from Lemma 8.3. Q.E.D. 

Simple examples show that (S1) is in general not satisfied for Shiftij· 
We will see however that a suitable sequence of these operators yield a 
shifted simplicial complex. 

For a monomial u E E of degree d, u = ej1 1\ · · · 1\ ejd, we set 

cd( u) = ~~=l Jk· Moreover, if J C E is a monomial ideal, we set 
cd(J) = ~cd(u) where the sum is taken over all monomials of degree d 
in J. 

The following result was shown in [5] 

Proposition 8.5. Let ~ be a simplicial complex. Then 

(a) cd(Jshift,1 (Ll)):::; cd(J!l) for all d; 
(b) if ~ is not shifted, then there exist i and j with i < j such that 

cd(Jshift,1(LlJ) < cd(Jfl) for some d. 

Proof. Assertion (a) follows from the fact that cd(es,1 (o-)):::; cd(eo-) 
for all monomials of degree d. 

Suppose now that Jfl is not strongly stable. Then there exists a 
squarefree monomial eo- E J Ll (of degree d) and integers i and j with 
i < j such that es,1 (o-) if. Jfl. Since cd(es,1 (o-)) < cd(eo-), it follows that 
cd(Jshift,1 (Ll)) < cd(Jfl), as desired. Q.E.D. 

Corollary 8.6. Let~ be a simplicial complex. Then there exists 
a sequence of pairs of integers ( i1, jt), ... , ( ir, Jr) with ik < j k for k = 
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1, ... , r such that 

is shifted. 

Any simplicial complex which is obtained from b. by a sequence 
of operations as described in Corollary 8.6 will be denoted by b. c. It 
follows from our discussions that b. f--7 b. cis a shifting operator. We call 
this operator combinatorial shifting. Combinatorial shifting is not very 
natural. In fact, b. is not even uniquely defined. The only advantage of 
this operator is that it is easily computable. 

Conjecture 8. 7. For all simplicial complexes b. on the vertex set 
[n] and all integer k and l with 1 :::; k < l :::; n one has f3ij (h) :::; 
f3ij(Ishift. 1(t:.)) for all i and j. In particular, f3ij(h) :S f3ij(hc) for all i 
and j. 

It is only known that f3oj(h):::; f3oj(IShift. 1 (t:.J) for all j. 

Exterior algebraic shifting: Let b. be simpicial complex, J ~:. C E its 
Stanley-Reisner ideal in the exterior algebra. Recall from Section 7 that 
the exterior algebraic shifted complex b. e of b. is defined by the equation 
Jc,.e = Gin(J~:.). 

Proposition 8.8. Exterior algebraic shifting is in fact a shifting 
operator, that is, it satisfies the conditions (S1 ) - (S4 ). 

Proof. Condition (SI) follows from Proposition 2.13, and (S3 ) and 
(S4) follow as for combinatorial shifting. In order to prove (Sz) we no
tice that for any strongly stable ideal J C E and any invertible upper 
triangular matrix r.p one has r.p(J) = J. The assertion is clear for el
ementary upper triangular matrices, as well as for invertible diagonal 
matrices. Since these matrices generate all invertible upper triangular 
matrices, we get the desired conclusion. Therefore, if J C E is strongly 
stable, then Gin(J) = in(r.p(J)) = in(J) = J. Q.E.D. 

Conjecture 8.9. Let b. be simplicial complex. Then 

Note that a result similar to Theorem 3.1 holds for ideals in the 
exterior algebra, so that in particular one has f3ij ( J) :::; f3ij ( GinE ( J)) for 
all i and j. Unfortunately this does not imply the conjecture, even if 
one uses Corollary 5.5. 

As a consequence of the fact that I~:. and I~:.e have the same extremal 
Betti numbers we now derive further properties of exterior algebraic 
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shifting which were discovered first (with different methods) by Kalai 
[26]. 

Proposition 8.10 (Kalai). For all i one has 

Proof. Hochster's formulas (cf. Theorem 5.3) imply that 

(10) f3in(K[.6.]) = dimK Hn-i-1 (.6.; K) for all i, 

and /3ij(K[.6.]) = 0 for all i and all j > n. In particular we see that the 
Betti numbers /3in(K[.6.]) are extremal. Thus /3in(K[.6.]) = f3in(K[.6.e]), 
by Theorem 7.1. Since K is a field it follows that Hn-i-1 (.6.; K) = 
.ifn-i-1 (.6.; K) for all i, and the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 

Remark 8.11. Let J C E be a graded ideal. Using the exte
rior version of Proposition 1.4 one easily shows that dimK Hi(E / J) = 
dimK Hi(E/ Gin(J)) for all i, where Gin(J) is the generic initial ideal 
of J with respect to the reverse lexicographic order, and where H"(M) 
denotes generalized cohomology of a graded E-module, as defined in Sec
tion 5. Note that this observation yields another proof of Proposition 
8.10. 

The Alexander dual of the simplicial complex .6. (on the vertex set 
[n]) is the simplicial complex 

.6.* ={a C (n]: (n] \a (j. .6.}. 

We shall need the following result ((18]) 

Theorem 8.12 (Eagon-Reiner). Let .6. be a simplicial complex. 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) h has a linear resolution; 
(b) the dual simplicial complex .6.* is Cohen-Macaulay over K. 

Theorem 8.13 (Kalai). The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) .6. is Cohen-Macaulay over K; 
(b) .6.e is Cohen-Macaulay over K; 
(c) .6.e is pure. 

Proof We observe the simple fact (see for example (22, Lemma 
1.1]) that (.6.*)e = (.6.e)*. 

(a) -<===>(b): By Theorem 8.12, .6. is Cohen-Macaulay over Kif and 
only if I~::.• has linear resolution. Since, by Theorem 7.1, the regularity 
of K(.6.*] and K((.6.*)e] is the same, it follows that K(.6.*] has a linear 
resolution if and only if K((.6.*)e] = K((.6.e)*] has a linear resolution. 
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This in turn, again by Theorem 8.12, is the case if and only if .6. e is 
Cohen-Macaulay over K. 

The implication (b) =} (c) is true for any simplicial complex. 
(c) =} (b): Since the maximal faces of .6. e correspond to the minimal 

non-faces of (.6.e)*, the purity of .6.e implies that the minimal generators 
of the defining ideal of (.6.e)* all have the same degree. As (.6.e)* = 
( .6. *) e, we see that ( .6. e)* is shifted, and hence its defining ideal is strongly 
stable. The resolution of a strongly stable ideal which is generated in 
one degree is linear, as follows from Corollary 3.4. This concludes the 
proof. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 7.1 which says that extremal Betti numbers are preserved 
under exterior algebraic shifting can be translated into a theorem about 
the behaviour of links under shifting. Recall that the link of a face O" E .6. 
is the simplicial complex 

lkA ( 0") = { T E .6.: T n 0" = 0 and T U 0" E .6.}. 

For the translation one needs the formula (see [18]) 

Hi_ 2 (lk.6.*(0");K) ~ ifiTI-i-l(.6.r;K) for all i and O" E .6.*, 

where T = [n] \ O". This is a slight generalization of the so-called Alexan
der duality formula: 

Hi-2(.6.*;K) ~ j[n-i- 1 (.6.;K) for all i. 

The numbers ~i(r) = dimK Hi(r; K) are called the reduced Betti num
bers (with values inK) of the simplicial complex r. Now we get 

Theorem 8.14. Let i and j be non-negative integers. Suppose 
~!(lkA(O")) = 0 for all faces O" with 10"1 < j, and alll with i:::; l:::; i + t, 
where t = j- ld· Then 'L:a,lo-I=J ~i(lkA O") is preserved under exterior 
algebraic shifting. 

Symmetric algebraic shifting: Let I C S = K[x1, ... , Xn] be a squarefree 
ideal, where K is field of characteristic 0. We let Gin(J) be the generic 
initial ideal of I with respect to the reverse lexicographic term order. 
We know from Proposition 2.2 that Gin(I) is a strongly stable ideal in 
S. But of course it is no longer squarefree. 

We will transform Gin(I) into a squarefree monomial ideal by ap
plying a certain operator: for a monomial u E S, u = Xi1 Xi2 • • • XiJ · · · Xid 

with i 1 :::; i 2 :::; · · · :::; i1 :::; · · · :::; id, we set 
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It then follows immediately 

(11) m(u"")- degu"" = m(u) -1. 

If Lis a monomial ideal with G(L) = {u1, ... , u 8 }, then we write£"" 
for the squarefree monomial ideal generated by u'[, ... , u~ in K[xl> ... , 
xm], where m = max{m(u) + degu -1: u E G(L)}. 

Let D. be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n]. The symmetric 
algebmic shifted complex of D. is defined to be the simplicial complex D. 8 

with 

It:.• = (Gin(ft:..))"". 

The definition of symmetric algebraic shifting presented here is formally 
different from that of Kalai [27]. However it is an easy exercise to see 
that both notions coincide. 

A priori it is not clear from the definition of symmetric algebraic 
shifting that Do8 has the same vertex set [n]. The next lemma shows 
that this indeed is the case. 

Lemma 8.15. If I is a squarefree monomial ideal of S = K[xl> ... 
, Xn], then m(u) + degu :S: n + 1 for all u E G(Gin(I)). 

Proof. Recall from Examples 2.4 that the graded Betti numbers of 
a strongly stable ideal I are given by Eliahou-Kervaire : 

(12) f3i,i+j(I) = L:uEG(I)j (m(u}-1) 
for all i and j. 

Since Gin( I) is strongly stable, formula (12) implies that max{ m(u)+ 
degu-1: u E G(Gin(I))} is the highest shift in the resolution of Gin( I). 
The monomial ideal I being squarefree, Hochster's formula (see Theo
rem 5.3) guarantees that the highest shift in the resolution of I is less 
than or equal to n. Since the Betti numbers with highest shift in the 
resolution of I are extremal it follows from Theorem 6.3 that the highest 
shift in the resolution of I and that of Gin(I) coincide (see also [22]). 
This yields tlie desired inequalities. Q.E.D. 

We want to point out that we defined symmetric algebraic shifting 
only in a polynomial rings whose base field is of characteristic 0, because 
otherwise we do not know if Gin( I) is strongly stable. It may be possible 
that symmetric algebraic shifting can be defined in any characteristic, 
provided the following question can be answered affirmatively. 

Problem 8.16. Let I C S = K[x1, ... , Xn] be a squarefree mono
mial ideal. Is it true that Gin(I) is strongly stable in any characteristic? 
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More generally one may even ask whether Gin( I) of a monomial ideal is 
strongly stable, if the characteristic of the field is larger than all expo
nents appearing in the monomial generators of I. 

On the other hand, if I is squarefree and char K > n, then Gin(J) 
is strongly stable. In fact, the highest degree of a generator of Gin( I) is 
less than or equal to reg(Gin(J)), and regGin(J) =reg! by Corollary 
6.4. Since reg(!) ::; n by Theorem 5.3, we conclude that the highest 
degree of a generator of Gin( I) is ::; n. Hence the assertion follows from 
Proposition 2.2. 

Note that condition (Sl) is satisfied since we have 

Lemma 8.17. Let I be a strongly stable ideal with G (I) = { u 1, ... 
, u 8 }. Then the square free monomial ideal fa- is square free strongly stable 
with G(Ia-) = {ur, ... ,u~}. 

Proof. Suppose that, for some u E G(J), we have uu rf. G(Iu). Let 
u = Xi1 • · • Xid with i 1 ::; · · · ::; id. Then, for some proper subset N of 
{1, 2, ... , d} and for some 1 ::; q ::; s, we have U~ = rrjEN Xij+(j-1)· 
Hence Uq = rrjEN Xij+hj' where hj is the number of integers 1 ::; k < j 
with k rt. N. Since I is strongly stable, rrjEN Xij must belong to I. This 
contradicts u E G(J). Thus we have G(JU) = {ur, ... ,u~}. 

Next, to see why 1u is squarefree strongly stable, let u = Xi1 • • • Xid E 

G(I) and consider the monomial (xbuu)/xia+(a-1) with b rf. supp(uu) 
and b < ia +(a- 1). Let ip + (p- 1) < b < ip+1 + p for some p <a and 
set 

p a-1 d 

v = (II Xi1 )xb-p( II Xi1-1)( II Xi1 ). 

j=1 j=p+l 

Theil, since b-p < ip+1 ::; ia and since I is strongly stable, the monomial 
v belongs to I. Note that vu = (xbuu)jxia+(a-1)· Say, v = X£1 • • • Xtd 
with £1 ::; · · · ::; £d. Again, since I is strongly stable, it follows that 
w = X£1 • • · X£c E G(J) for some c ::; d. Since wu divides vu, we have 
(xbuu)jxia+(a-1) E J<Y, as desired. Q.E.D. 

The operator I t--+ 1u behaves well with respect to graded Betti 
numbers. 

Lemma 8.18. If I is a strongly stable monomial ideal, then 
f3ii+j(I) = f3ii+j(JU) for all i and j. 

Proof. 
3.6(a). 

The result follows from (11), Corollary 3.4(a) and Corollary 
Q.E.D. 
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Next we indicate the proof of condition (82) for symmetric algebraic 
shifting. 

Theorem 8.19. Let I C S be a squarefree strongly stable ideal of 
S. Then Is= I. 

For the proof we introduce the operation T which is inverse to a: 
For a squarefree monomial u = Xi1 Xi2 • • • Xii · · · Xid with i1 < i2 < · · · < 
ij < · · · < id, we set 

If I C Sis a squarefree monomial ideal with G(I) = {ub··· ,us}, then 
we write F for the monomial ideal generated by ui, ... , u; in S. 

Similarly to Lemma 8.17, we show: 

Lemma 8.20. Let I be a squarefree strongly stable ideal with G(I) 
= { u1 , ... , Us}. Then the ideal F is strongly stable with G (F) = 
{ui, ... ,u;}. 

Proof. Assume that for some u E G(I), we have ur ~ G(F). 
Let u = Xi1 • • • xid with i 1 < · · · < id. Then for some proper subset 
{jb ... ,jt} of {1, 2, ... , d}, where j 1 <···<it, and for some 1 ~ q ~ s, 

we have u~ = I1~=1Xijk-(jk-1)· Hence Uq = I1~=1Xijk-(jk-k)· Since 
ik ~ ijk - (jk- k) for 1 ~ k ~ t and I is squarefree strongly stable, we 
get Xi1 ···Xi, E I which contradicts u E G(I). 

Now, we show that F is strongly stable. Let u = xit · · · Xid E G(I) 
with i~ < · · · < id, and consider the monomial v = (xbur)/xik-(k-l) 
with b < ik - (k- 1). Let ip- (p- 1) ~ b < iv+l - p for some p < k. 
Then 

p k-1 d 

Vu = (11 Xij)Xb+p( 11 Xij+I)( 11 Xij). 
j=1 j=p+1 j=k+l 

Since b + p < iv+l and ij + 1 ~ iH1 for p + 1 ~ j ~ k -1, and since I is 
squarefree strongly stable, we obtain that vu E I. Say, vu = Xe 1 ···xed 
with £1 < · · · <Rd. Again, since I is squarefree strongly stable, it follows 
that w = xel ... xec E G(I) for some c ~d. Since WT divides (vut = v, 
we have v E F. Q.E.D. 

The proof of Theorem 8.19 is based on the following lemma. We 
refer the reader to the original paper [7] for the somewhat tedious proof 
of the lemma. 

Lemma 8.21. Let I C S be a squarefree strongly stable ideal gen
emted in degree d. Let G(I) = {ub··· ,us}where u1 > u2 > ... >Us. 
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Let g = (aijhS,i,jS,n be a generic upper triangular matrix acting on S by 

g(xi) = 2:~=l ajiXj for 1 :::; i :::; n. Let Ckj denote the coefficient of uj 
in the polynomial g(uk) for 1:::; k,j:::; s. Then the determinant of the 
matrix (ckjhs,k,jS,s is different from zero. 

Proof of Theorem 8.19. Since the ideal I is squarefree strongly sta
ble, I is componentwise linear [5]. Therefore by [8, Theorem 1.1], for the 
graded Betti numbers of I and Gin(I) it holds: f3ii+j(I) = {Jii+j(Gin(I)) 
for all i and j. On the other hand, the ideal Gin(I) being strongly sta
ble, it follows from Lemma 8.18 that {Jii+j (Gin( I)) = f3ii+j ( (Gin( I) )17 ) 

Thus, we obtain the equalities 

(13) f3i,i+j(I) = f3i,i+j((Gin(I)) 17 ) for all i,j, 

which imply that I and (Gin( I) )17 have the same Hilbert function. Hence 
it is enough to prove that I <:;;; (Gin( I) )17 • By Lemma 8.17 and Lemma 
8.20 this inclusion is equivalent to I 7 <:;;; Gin(I). So, we will show that 
u7 E Gin(I) for every u E G(I). 

We denote by (u) the smallest squarefree strongly stable ideal con
taining u. Since I= 2:uEG(I)(u), and Gin((u)) <:;;; Gin(I) for every 
u E G(I), it is enough to show that the claim is true for squarefree Borel 
principal ideals. So, we may assume that I= (u). Set d = degu. 

Let G(I) = {u1, ... , Us} where u1 > u2 > · · · > Us. Then Us = 
u. We may assume that the claim is true for all uk, 1 :::; k :::; s - 1. 
Then (u"[,u;, ... ,u;_1) C Gin(I), and since F and Gin(I) have the 
same number of minimal monomial generators, one has G(Gin(I)) = 
{ u"[, u;, ... , u;_1, v }, where v is a monomial of degree d. We have to 
prove that v = u 7 • 

Assume v > u7 • We will see that this is impossible. First, we show 
that m(v) = m(u7 ). It follows from formula Corollary 3.6(a) that 

f3ii+d((Gin(I))I7) = ~ (m(uj;- d)+ (m(v7- d); 

f3ii+d(I) = ~ (m(u1;- d)+ (m(u~- d). 

Therefore, according to (13), we obtain (m(v;)-d) = (m(~)-d) which 
implies m(v17 ) = m(u), so that m(v) = m(u7 ). 

We fix the following notation: u = Xs 1 • • • Xsd where s1 < · · · < sd, 
and v = x11 · ··Xjd where j 1 :::; · ··:::; ]d· Since v > U 7 , there exits a k 
such that ji = Bi- (i- 1) fork+ 1 :::; i:::; d and ]k < Bk- (k- 1). As 
]d = m(v) = m(u7 ) = sd- (d- 1), one has k <d. If ji + (i- 1) :::; Bi 
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for 1 s; i s; k, then I= (u) being squarefree strongly stable, one obtains 
that vu E I which implies vu = Ut for some 1 s; t s; s - 1 and the 
contradiction v = u'[. Thus, there exits an £, 1 s; R < k, such that 
j£ + (R- 1) > S£. Then j£ s; jk < Sk- (k- 1) s; Sd- (d- 1) = m(v), 
therefore xitvfxm(v) E Gin(I), because Gin(I) is strongly stable. Since 
XjtV/Xm(v) > v, we get Xjtvfxm(v) = u[ for some 1 s; t s; s- 1. Say 
Ut = Xt 1 • • • Xtd where t1 < · · · < td. As I = (u) is a squarefree Borel 
principal ideal, we have ti s; si for 1 s; i s; d, therefore ti - ( i - 1) s; 
Si- (i- 1) for 1 s; is; d. This contradicts j£ > S£- (R- 1). 

Hence, v s; u 7 • Now, we apply Lemma 8.21 using same notation. 
We have Gin(I) = in(g(I)) and uj E Gin(I) for 1 s; j s; s- 1. Since the 
rank of the matrix (ckih~k,j~s is maximal, it follows that v ~ U7 , and 
so v = U 7 • Q.E.D. 

For symmetric algebraic shifting we can prove the inequality of 
graded Betti numbers which we conjecture for exterior algebraic shifting. 

Theorem 8.22. Let Ll be a simplicial complex. Then 

Proof. 
8.18. 

The desired inequalities follow from Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 
Q.E.D. 

Theorem 8.22 leads us to conjecture the following inequalities: 

Conjecture 8.23. Let Ll be a simplicial complex. Then for all i 
and j one has 

In virtue of Theorem 8.22 the conjecture implies the yet open in
equalities 

for all i and j. One should expect that there is direct proof of this 
_inequality, avoiding a comparison with the symmmetric shifted ideal. 
The next result shows that the extremal Betti numbers of the symmetric 
algebraic shifted ideals behave as expected. 

j 
Theorem 8.24. Let Ll be a simplicial complex. Then for all i and 

(a) the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) the ijth Betti number of It:. is extremal, 

(ii) the ijth Betti number of h· is extremal. 
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(b) the corresponding extremal Betti numbers of I~::. and I~::.s are equal. 

Proof. The corresponding statements for I and Gin8 (I) are proved 
in Theorem 6.3. Hence, since ,8ij(Gin8 (h)) = ,Bij(hs) by Lemma 8.18, 
we obtain the assertions for I~::. and I~::.s, too. Q.E.D. 

The invariance of the extremal Betti numbers for combinatorial 
shifting is unknown. To prove it, it would suffice to show that I~::. and 
Ishift,1 (t::.) have the same extremal Betti numbers. 

As in the case of exterior algebraic shifting we get from Theorem 
8.24 

Corollary 8.25. Let K be a field of characteristic 0. Then 

Hi(tl.; K) ~ Hi(tl. 8 ; K) for all i. 

The usefulness of Proposition 8.10 and Corollary 8.25 is partially 
explained by the fact that ii.(tl.e;K) and ii.(tl. 8 ;K) can be computed 
combinatorially in a simple way. In fact, as noted in [27] (in a different 
terminology), one has 

Lemma 8.26. Let fl. be a simplicial complex on the vertex set [n] 
such that I~::. is squarefree strongly stable. Then 

l{u E G(h)i+2: m(u) = n}l 
l{aE!:l.: dima=i, aU{n}jt'tl.}l. 

Proof. The first equation follows from (10) and Corollary 3.6, while 
the second equation follows trivially from the definitions. Q.E.D. 

§9. Superextremal Betti numbers 

As an application of Theorem 8.24 we prove a non-squarefree version 
of a theorem of Bjorner and Kalai [15]. We first give a more algebraic 
proof of their theorem, which applies to any graded ideal in the exterior 
algebra, and not just to monomial ideals, but nevertheless follows closely 
the arguments of the original proof of Bjorner and Kalai. 

So let J C E be a graded ideal. We set fi- 1 = dimK(EIJ)i for 
all i 2: 0, and call f = (!0 , JI, ... ) the !-vector of El J. As in Section 
we denote by Hi(E I J) the generalized simplicial cohomology of E I J. 
We let ,Bi- 1 = dimKHi((EIJ)), and call ,8 = (,8_ 1 ,,80 ,,81 ... ) the Betti 
sequence of E I J. Jn case J = J 1::. for some simplicial complex fl., the ,Bi 
are the ordinary Betti numbers of fl.. 

A pair of sequences (!, ,8) E N0 is called compatible if there exists 
a graded K-algebra E I J such that f is the !-sequence and ,8 the Betti 
sequence of E I J. 
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Theorem 9.1 (Bjorner and Kalai). Let K be a field. The follow
ing conditions are equivalent: 

(a) The pair of sequences (!, (3) is compatible. 

(b) Setxi=(-1)iL:;=_1(-1)J(fi-f3J)foralli. Then 
(i) X-1 = 1 and Xi 2': 0 for all i, 

(ii) f3i :::; X~~ 1 -Xi for all i. 

Proof. (a):::::? (b): The !-vectors of EIJ and EIGin(J) coincide, 
since they have the same Hilbert function. By Remark 8.11 we have 
Hi(EIJ) ~ Hi(EIGin(J)) for all i. Hence also the Betti sequences of 
E I J and E I Gin( J) coincide. Thus we may replace J by Gin(J), and 
hence may as well assume that J is strongly stable. 

Let J' be the ideal generated by all u E G(J) with m(u) <nand 
all monomials u E E such that u 1\ en E G ( J). Then J' is again strongly 
stable and E1 J' C J. By Lemma 8.26, the last property implies that 

dimK(J' I J)i = I{ u E G(J)i+1: m(u) = n}l = f3i-1(EjJ). 

It follows that dimK(EI J')i = fi-1- f3i-1 for all i. Now we notice that 
en is regular on E I J', in the sense that the complex 

EIJ' ~ EIJ' ~ EIJ' 

is exact. Therefore, for each i we obtain an exact sequence of K-vector 
spaces 

(14) -+ (EjJ')i-1-+ (EI J')i-+ (EjJ')i+l-+ (EI(J' + enE))i+l-+ 0, 

and hence Xi= dimK(EI(J' + enE))i+1· 
Next we observe that J' I J ~ ( J' + en E) I ( J + en E) and E 1 ( J' + 

enE) C J +enE, so that together with the Kruskal-Katona theorem (cf. 
Section 10) we obtain 

dimK Ei+1- dimK(J + enE)i+1 

< dimK Ei+1 - dimK E1 ( J' + enE)i :::; X~~1, 

as required. 

(b) :::::? (a): The hypotheses imply that Xi :::; X~~ 1 and Xi+ f3i < 
(Xi-1 + f3i-1)(i). Thus the Kruskal-Katona theorem yields an inte
ger m, and lexsegment ideals L C N in the exterior algebra E' = 
K(e1,··· ,em-1) such that dimK(EIN)i+1 =Xi and dimK(EIL)i+1 = 
Xi + f3i that for all i. 

Now let J c E = K (e1, ... , em) be the ideal generated by the 
elements in G(L) and all elements u 1\ em with u E G(N). Moreover we 
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set J' = NE. Then J'IJ ~NIL, and so 

(15) dimK(EIJ)i+l dimK(NIL)i+l +dimK(EIJ')i+l 
f3i + dimK(EI J')i+l· 

On the other hand, ern is regular on E I J', and so ( 14) yields 

(16) dimK(EI(J' + ernE))i+l = ( -1)i+1 I:~!~( -1)J dimK(EI J')j 

for all i. Thus, since EI(J' +ernE)~ E' IN, it follows from (16) that 

dimK(EI J')i+l = dimK(E' IN)i+l + dimK(E' IN)i =Xi+ Xi-1 

= fi- f3i· 

This together with (15) implies that dimK(EIJ)i+l = k 
Finally it is clear from the construction of J that I { u E G( J)i+2 : 

m(u) = m}l equals dimK(NIL)i+l which is f3i· Thus, by Lemma 8.26, 
the assertion follows. Q.E.D. 

The Bjorner-Kalai Theorem can be translated into a theorem on 
super extremal Betti numbers. Let I C S be a graded ideal. We let m 
be the maximal integer j such that f3ij ( S I I) =f. 0 for some i. In other 
words, m is the largest shift in the graded minimal free S-resolution 
of S I I. It is clear that f3irn ( S I I) is an extremal Betti number for all i 
with f3irn (S I I) =f. 0, and that there is at least one such i. These Betti 
numbers are distinguished by the fact that they are positioned on the 
diagonal { ( i, m - i) : i = 0, ... , m} on the Betti diagram, and that all 
Betti numbers on the right lower side of the diagonal are zero. The 
ring S I I may of course have other extremal Betti numbers, not sitting 
on this diagonal. We call the Betti numbers f3irn, i = 0, ... , m, super 
extremal, regardless whether they are zero or not, and ask the question 
which sequences of numbers ( b0 , bb ... , brn) appear as sequences of super 
extremal Betti numbers for graded rings with given Hilbert function. 

Before answering the question we have to encode the Hilbert func
tion Hs;1 (t) of SII in a suitable way. Using the additivity of the Hilbert 
function, the graded minimal free resolution of S I I yields the following 
formula: 

with ai E Z; see for example [14]. It follows that 
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Notice that n - m may take positive or negative values. At any 
rate, the rational function (1-t)n-mHs;r(t) has degree::::; 0. One easily 
verifies that there is a unique expansion 

m ti 
(1- t)n-m Hs;r(t) = t; fi-1 (1 _ t)i 

with fi E Z. It is clear that f _1 = 1, and we shall see later that all 
fi ~ 0. We call f = U-1,fo,JI, ... ,fm-1) the !-vector of SII. Given 
the highest shift in the resolution, the !-vector of SII determines the 
Hilbert function of Sl I, and vice versa. 

We set bi = f3m-i-1,m and call b = (b_~, ... , bm-1) the super ex
tremal sequence of Sl I. Finally we set Xi = ( -1)i L;~=- 1 ( -1)j (fJ- bj) 
for i = -1, 0 .... , m- 1. The Bjorner-Kalai theorem has the following 
counterpart. 

Theorem 9.2. Let K be a field of chamcteristic 0. Let f = 
(!_~, fo, ... , fm-1) and b = (b-1, bo, ... , bm-1) be sequences of non
negative integers. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(a) there exists a homogeneous K- algebm s I I such that f is the f
vector, and b the super extremal sequence of Sl I; 

(b) (i) X-1 = 1 and Xi~ 0 for all i, 

(ii) bi ::::; X~~ 1 -Xi for all i. 

Proof. (a) ::::} (b) Since the extremal Betti numbers are preserved 
when we pass from I to Gins (I), it follows that I and Gins (I) have 
the same highest shift m, and hence the same b-vector. Since SII and 
S I Gins (I) have the same Hilbert function, it also follows that the f
vectors of SII and SIGins(I) coincide. Thus, since char(K) = 0, we 
may assume that I is a strongly stable monomial ideal. 

The ideal Iu is defined inS'= K[x1, ... ,xm] and f3ii+j(I) = 
f3ii+j(Iu) by 8.18. This implies that 

Hence, if we let ~ be the simplicial complex with I a = JU, then ~ and 
Sl I have the same !-vector, and one has bi = dimK Hi(~; K); see (5.3). 
Therefore, the conclusion follows from Bjorner-Kalai Theorem. 

(b) ::::} (a): Given an f- and b-sequence satisfying conditions (b), 
there exists by 9.1 an integer m and a simplicial complex ~ on the 
vertex set [m] whose f-vector is f and whose (3-sequence is b. Then 
K[x1, ... ,xm]lh is a homogeneous K-algebra satisfying (a). Q.E.D. 
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§10. Extremality properties of Lexsegment ideals 

Let I C S be a graded ideal. Then f3ij(I) :::; /3ij(Gin(I)) for all 
i and j, by Theorem 3.1. Moreover it follows from Theorem 2.7 that 
f3oj(Gin(I)) :::; /3oj(Gin(I)1e"') for ail j. Since Ilex = Gin(I)lex we con
clude that 

Similar reasonings show that for all graded ideals J C E one has 

f3oj ( J) :::; f3oj ( Jlex) for all j. 

The question is whether such inequalities are valid also for the higher 
graded Betti numbers. In case of the polynomial ring this is known. 

Theorem 10.1 (Bigatti, Hulett, Pardue). Let I C S be a graded 
ideal. Then 

f3ij(I):::; /3ij(I1e"') for all i and j. 

Bigatti [13] and Hulett [25] proved this theorem independently for 
base fields of characteristic 0. A proof in arbitrary characteristic was 
later given by Pardue [31] using some polarization trick. 

In the exterior case we have (cf. [6, Theorem 4.4]) 

Theorem 10.2. Let J C E be a graded ideal. Then 

f3ij ( J) :::; f3ij ( Jlex) for all i and j. 

Conjecture 10.3. Let I C S be a squarefree monomial ideal. 
Then 

f3ii (I) :::; f3ii ( JBqlex) for all i and j. 

Theorem 10.4. Conjecture 10.3 is true if char K = 0. 

Proof. By Theorem 8.22 we have f3ij(I) :::; f3ij(Gin(I)u). Now we 
use the result (see [5, Theorem 4.4]) that for any squarefree strongly 
stable ideal Lone has f3ij(L) :::; f3ij(L1e"'). Applying this result to L = 
Gin(I)u and observing that Ilex = (Gin(I))u)lex, we get the desired 
inequalities. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 10.4 was used by E. Sbarra to prove in his thesis [32] part 
(a) of the following theorem, while for part (b) he uses the polarization 
argument of Pardue. Let M be a graded 8-module, and m the graded 
maximal ideal of S. Then H;, (M) denotes the local cohomology of M. 
Recall that H;, (M) is naturally graded. 
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Theorem 10.5. Let S = K[x1, ... , Xn]. 
(a) If I C S is a squarefree monomial ideal, and char K = 0, then 

dimK H~(S/I)j ~ dimK H~(S/fBqlex)j for all i and j. 

(b) If I C S is a graded ideal, then 

dimK H~(S/I)j ~ dimK H~(S/Ilex)j for all i and j. 

in any characteristic. 
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